
 

Ovi Notifications Api S60v3

function hasnotificationpermission($origin, $apikey) { $api_permissions = get_api_permissions($origin,
$apikey); if (isset($api_permissions['notifications'])) return $api_permissions['notifications']; else return false;

} ovi notifications api s60v3 you can use set notification permission to set the exposure notification
permissions for the current origin. when a person opens a notification from your app, it gets injected into

their notification bar. you can use unset notification permission to remove the exposure notification
permissions for the current origin. once you have permission to send notifications to the current origin, you

cannot unset it. to remove all notifications for a given calendar, you can use the
calendar_delete_notifications function. to delete a notification, you can use the calendar_delete_notification
function. to get all notifications for a given calendar, you can use the calendar_get_notifications function. to

get a notification, you can use the calendar_get_notification function. to ensure that people can use your app
with the least amount of friction, you can only send notifications to people if their phone is logged in with
your ovi account, and you can only send certain types of notifications to people if they’re logged in. the

system supports the following types of notifications: message-based notifications (e.g., new messages, new
photos) photo-based notifications (e., new photos) call-based notifications (e., new calls, incoming calls)

audio-based notifications (e., incoming calls) location-based notifications (e., new locations) vibration-based
notifications (e., incoming calls)

Ovi Notifications Api S60v3

if you are building a cross-platform
notification receiver, you can communicate
with the services you use, such as stitcher

or shazam. you can use the
notificationlisteners service to get notified
about your own notifications. for example,

if you have registered an
notificationlistener, you can implement a
method like the following, to get notified
when your app is about to be pushed. //
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returns a notification if the app is about to
be pushed. function getnotification(context)

{ return
(context.app.state.pending_notification)?

true : false; } ovi notifications api s60v3 the
following example shows how to display a
notification from the notificationlistener

service. function getnotification(context) {
if (context.app.state.pending_notification) {

var notification =
context.user_data.notification; if

(notification.content_title.ends_with(".txt"))
{ context.pending_notification = false;

return true; } } return false; } ovi
notifications api s60v3 the following

example shows how to communicate with a
third-party service such as the

notificationlistener service, and show or
dismiss a notification. if you havent

specified a notification style for your app,
the system automatically chooses the most

appropriate one based on the type of
content in the notification. for example, a
quick glance at a product badge means

that a faster notification style (such as full
screen) is appropriate. on the other hand, a
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long look at a product badge means that a
longer notification style (such as a custom
action panel) is more appropriate. if you

provide custom actions for your
notifications, those custom actions are

visible in both notification styles.
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